ABSTRACT. In this note we generalise a result of D. Husemoller to certain bipolynomial Hopf algebras and are able to give Hopf algebra decompositions for these. As an easy consequence of our approach we give a simplified derivation of recent results of P. Hoffman on polynomial generators for these algebras; we also give explicit systems of "Borel generators" for a related family of quotient Hopf algebras considered by Hoffman.
Recall from [3] that there are elements a nk eP ip) with la^l = 2np k , (n, p) = 1, and k>0, defined recursively by (2) S np^P ka n,k+P k_1 «n, k -l + -* •+P<V 1 + <0-Let B (p) [2n] = Z ip) [a nk | k>0]c=P (p) for (n, p) = l; this is a sub-Hopf algebra, with coproduct defined recursively using (2) . Then we have an isomorphism of Hopf algebras *%>= II B( P ) [2n] .
(n,p) = l
Now define y nk with |y nk | = 2np k and for (n, p) = 1, by : s np if fc = 1, (1) .
where r n is the minimum r such that k<np r for (n, p) = 1. Proof of Theorem A. We will prove by induction on fc>l the statement "For each n>lwe have: Recall that we have s t eiS^Kc^..., c k ))* iff c t is non-zero in S (p) /(c 1? . .., c k >, i.e. iff t > k. Thus s npr e (S (p) /<c 1 ,..., c k »* with (n, p) = 1 iff np r >k. Now note that for t>0, the equation S np t+r " = P Zn,t + p 2L n>t _ 1 + ' * * + Z n ,o is satisfied by Z nj =^( r " ) (a n ,j)-This follows on applying <I> (1) to (2) repeatedly.
Finally observe that since (S/(c l9 ..., c k ))* is a direct summand of P, we can now show that ^( rn) (a nt ) is in (S/(ci,..., c k ))* by induction on f >0.
Upon tensoring with Z/p we obtain a polynomial subalgebra n z/p[<-ij^o]
(n,p) = l of the algebra (S/(c l5 ..., c k ))*®Z/p and a Poincaré series argument shows that these algebras are equal. The proof is completed by observing that (S( P )/(c l5 ..., c k ))* is a summand in P (p) and therefore the last remark is also true for the corresponding sub algebras of P (p) .
(QED)
The corollary now follows from the fact that each B (p) [2n] is self dual by [3] .
Theorem C gives criteria for choosing polynomial generators of these subalgebras of P (p) in terms of the a ni . Suppose we have a sequence of elements x m in (S (p) /(c u ..., c k ) )| m for m>k. Then this is a set of polynomial generators iff for (n, p) = 1 (6)
x np r = up r a nr (mod decomposables)
where ueZ (p) with (u, p) = 1. For the case fc = 1 this recovers results of Adams [1] and Kochman [4] , and more generally of Hoffman [2] . Observe that we can also rederive the results of Hoffman on (Z/p[c l9 ..., c k ])*; indeed the projections of the a ni form a system of Borel generators for this Hopf algebra (viewed as a quotient of P (p) ) whereas the projections of the b y into this quotient of P satisfy complicated polynomial relations-see [2] .
